Radical a* ions appear in electron capture dissociation mass spectra sporadically, but sometimes with high intensity. Mechanistically, radical a ions are hypothesized to arise due to thermodynamically disadvantaged charge solvation on the backbone nitrogen (instead of carbonyl), which upon neutralization produces a hypervalent group instantly fragmenting into a radical b* and conventional y' ion. The former species is unstable and, after releasing a CO molecule, decays to an a* ion. Here we validate this scenario by direct observation of the complementarity of a* and y' ions by interrogation of an ECD MS/MS database of 910,000 doubly and 95,000 triply charged tryptic peptides. Intriguingly, the most abundant a*/y' pairs are found to come from the cleavage of the same backbone link as the most abundant c' and z* complementary ions. This result gives strong support to the "local" N-Cα bond cleavage mechanism, in which the dissociation occurs at the site of charge solvation. However, a second strong peak is observed in the c'/z* fragment distribution four residues away from the a*/y' cleavage, which supports the indirect N-Cα bond cleavage mechanism. The size distribution of a ions from doubly (but not triply!) charged precursors shows deficit of a3 ions, and possibly a6 ions.
O f the main backbone fragments produced by electron capture dissociation (ECD) [1] and electron transfer dissociation (ETD) [2] , radical aÁ ions are probably the most mysterious. They appear in ECD/ ETD mass spectra sporadically, but sometimes with high intensity. For instance, activation of the 4+ precursor of melittin using ECD gives at least 20 N-C α bond cleavages, but only three aÁ ions [3] . Mechanistically, radical a ions are hypothesized to arise due to thermodynamically disadvantaged charge solvation on the backbone nitrogen (instead of carbonyl), which, upon neutralization, produces a hypervalent group instantly fragmenting into a radical bÁ and conventional y' ion. The former species is unstable and, after releasing a CO molecule, decays to an aÁ ion [4] :
ð1Þ
Unlike the N-C α bond cleavage mechanism that is still under intensive debates, the scenario (1) of the aÁ ion formation process via the sequential C-N/C α -C bond cleavage has never been challenged in peer-reviewed literature, and is widely accepted. This, however, does not remove the need to validate (1) by direct observations. One such observation could be the complementarity of the aÁ and y' fragments produced in a single bond cleavage event, like the c' and zÁ fragments are produced in N-C α bond cleavage. Because of the sporadic nature of radical a-ions in MS/MS spectra, a large MS/MS database is needed for obtaining reliable statistics [5, 6] . We created and interrogated such a database, testing the origin of a-ions in ECD. They indeed arise from the process (1), which gives complementary aÁ and y' fragments. Intriguingly, the most abundant aÁ/y' pairs are found to come from the cleavage of the same backbone link as the most abundant c' and zÁ complementary ions. This result gives strong albeit indirect support to the "local" ECD mechanism, in which the N-C α bond dissociation occurs at the site of charge solvation [1] . However, a second, almost equally strong peak is observed in the c'/zÁ fragment distribution four residues away from the aÁ/y' cleavage, which supports the indirect mechanism [7] [8] [9] [10] . Below, we describe these results and their meaning for the ECD mechanism.
Since ECD neutralizes one charge, doubly charged precursors may be unsuitable for the test in question, as one of the fragments of any backbone cleavage is a neutral. Indeed, analysis of the SwedECD database [5] of 2+ precursors revealed that the most abundant aÁ ions are not complementary to the most abundant y' ions. But since this was also true for c' and zÁ fragments, the most likely explanation is that the peptide dications giving rise to y' ions have different gas-phase structure than those producing aÁ ions. This is why a new database was created in the manner of SwedECD but consisting of ECD mass spectra of 3+ ions formed by 5657 unique tryptic peptide sequences. This new database contains 711 aÁ and 2149 y' ions from the cleavages of the first 10 N-terminal backbone links. The lower number of aÁ ions compared to y' ions is explained by the lower stability of aÁ ions due to the presence of a radical site. Indeed, for the same 10 inter-residue links, 19,303 evenelectron c' ions and only 9499 radical zÁ ions were found. An additional factor disfavoring the formation of the N-terminal aÁ ions is the proton localization in tryptic peptides on the basic C-terminus. Figure 1 shows the number of spectra with the most abundant y' l-n ions for the most abundant a k • (n= 1..21, k= 4..9). Most frequently, n=k (i.e., the most abundant aÁ and y' ions are complementary).
For comparison, Figure 2 [6] . At any rate, Figures 1 and 2 are qualitatively similar, which testifies to the complementary nature of aÁ/y' cleavage, and thus to the validity of (1).
The importance of this finding is in the first direct confirmation of a "local" ECD mechanism, albeit the one related to a different backbone bond than the N-C α bond. The local mechanism postulates the electron capture directly onto the charged group, and a bond cleavage next to that group [1] .
In contrast, the non-local mechanisms [7] [8] [9] assume electron capture on a non-charged atom near, but not immediately at, the charge location. One of the objections to a local mechanism is that direct electron-proton recombination releases too much energy to be accommodated by the system on the time scale of electronic transitions, which enhances the probability of the reversed reaction-electron release to the continuum [9] . However, if (1) is validated, then this objection is lifted. Figure 3 . The number of mass spectra plotted against k-n, where k is the number from the N-terminus of the cleaved backbone link which gives a c k '/z lÀk Á pair with the most intense z lÀk Á fragment; n is a similar index for the a n Á/y l-n ' pair with the most abundant y l-n fragment Figure 4 . Size distribution of a n Á ions from 2+ and 3+ precursors It is possible to estimate the relative contributions of the local versus non-local mechanism in N-C α bond cleavage. To this end, only MS/MS spectra were selected in which both c'/zÁ and aÁ/y' complementary pairs were present. The local model predicts that the most abundant c'/zÁ and aÁ/y' complementary pairs will come from the cleavage of the same backbone link.
This prediction is based on the assumption that the basicities of the nitrogen and oxygen atoms in a particular backbone amide are linked together since they are similarly affected by the environmental factors, such as the nature of neighboring side chains and folding of the polypeptide chain. Therefore, the nitrogen atom with the most frequent charge solvation among the backbone nitrogens should belong to the same amide as the carbonyl oxygen with a preferred charge solvation among the backbone carbonyls. Thus, the prediction is that for the most abundant complementary pair c k '/z l-k • and the most abundant y l-n ' with a complementary a n • in the same ECD MS/MS spectrum, k will tend to be equal to n. To test this prediction, the number of MS/MS spectra is plotted in Figure 3 against k-n. The maximum peak at zero validates the prediction of the local model, but the second most intense peak at -4 indicates, within the above assumptions, that many N-C α cleavages occur one helix turn away from the charge solvation site, as predicted by non-local models [7] [8] [9] and a later variant [10] of the local model. Therefore, ECD appears to produce N-C α cleavages of two types, according to the two distinctly different mechanisms. To estimate the ratio between the frequencies of the two N-C α cleavage types is difficult because the peaks in Figure 3 are merged. However, given that the local mechanism predicts a narrow peak at 0 and non-local, a broad peak at a non-zero value, it appears that the latter mechanism dominates at least 2-to 3-fold.
The size distribution of a n • ions from 2+ precursors (Figure 4 , upper panel) carries a signature of the deficit of a 3 • ions, the phenomenon observed earlier for evenelectron a ions in CAD [11] . There is also a hint on the deficit of a 6 • ions, a previously unreported observation. Remarkably, 3+ precursors produce a smooth distribution of larger fragments (the most probable length of a n • ions is eight residues as opposed to five residues for 2+ precursors), without any obvious signs of deficits.
